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Ralph Goings: Trio
Magnolia Editions has published
a new edition by Ralph Goings
which combines the direct-toplate copper etching/photogravure
technique developed by Donald
Farnsworth at Magnolia Editions
with layers of UV-cured acrylic
color. The prints possess the rich,
precise hues of a Goings painting
while also bearing the deep, oilbased blacks, textural plate tone,
and telltale plate mark of a handwiped copperplate etching.
While art historians locate Goings
as a leading member – in fact, the
oldest living member – of the photorealist or Super Realist movement

Trio, 2009
Copperplate etching with UV-cured acrylic on Arches Cover
17.75 x 22.4 in.
Edition of 30
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